
Excerpts from Transmigration Suite for bDharma — Gary Allen

BOXES

Mind made this

mess.  I wish

it would stop,

but it

continues

to stop all the time.

Carve it

from crystal

or air or

anything convenient,

contingent.

Make of it

what you will

till it chases you 

from the room

into the open.

Which becomes 

another room, a 

definition, a meaning

everyone knows

no one knows.

It’s 

your box, so

shut the fuck up,

but

if you must con-

tinue talking,

open a

window, & start

ejecting boxes.



They will

take wing, lose

their flaps, their

walls, accumulate

in dis-

organ-

ized muck.

Stop,

have a smoke,

watch it shape

the air

all 

boxed in.



LOYAL TO THE HABIT

Death means

there’s nothing more,

unless you’re a ghost

loyal to the habit of you,

still wearing your brown shoes,

staring at your house,

your widowed wife in

white night gown,

your daughter in armchair, 

legs crossed.

You walk the rooms, see them 

as they were.

Though the furniture’s sold

& walls bare,

living in a home 

no longer there,

standing in shoes

you no longer wear.



DANGLING MAN

He’s slipped off the cliff

or was he pushed?

He spills heels over head

into starless chasm.

Is he a spider at the long,

long end of its thread?

Can he gather it

into himself, a silk

umbilicus, ascending

to terra firma?

Is he who he thinks he is?

Or is he actually a woman

in suspension, her dress

in shreds & face full

of terror?  Is he a cripple

rolled in his wheelchair

off the edge hung swaying

like a bag of bones?  Or a child

yanked from her bed, tossed

screaming somewhere

where she can’t remember

her name?

Grabbing for a handhold 

& spinning as the 

darkness constricts

like the eye of the grave

or the eye of the womb.



From Maze of Birth & Death

                                             The feet place themselves

                                      each one upon the ground

                                                     as it shifts textures &

                                                           ease & shades its textures

                                                         into new footings

                                              at times hard smooth pebbled

                                    as petrified eggs

                                                                        & the foot

                                                pressing, bearing the weight

                                       for the other to swing

                                                             set down, 

                                                                      a kind of cooperative 

                                                                                 punishment

                                           one after the other

                                                   like oxen yoked

                                               to plow

                                                             in unforgiving field

                         But what matters

                                   is movement forward

             as the seasons remake their demeanors                                                                           

    in the mirror

                           & the elements coalesce or brood 

              & then come to their own conclusions

                                             On a day when cloud accumulates

                                                     towering into sky’s breadth

                                           the air & footing soft, pliable

                                                  the path well-beaten

                                             veering among wild grasses

                                       fresh & succulent

                                                                      where starlings arise

                                                                 together in the distance

                                                                     & choose a direction

                                                                       like so many thoughts

                                                                without need of minding

                       the feet find their ease



                               in a walk more like a stroll

                         as if there were nowhere to get to

                                               as if one had already arrived

             The horizons reach for their verdant boundaries

                       while the clouds hold up heaven

                  a sovereign’s hall of summer

                                 where the eye can breathe

                      admiring all it touches

                                                               Though walking proceeds

                                                      into night, the ground a kind of

                                                                                              gravel

                                       stars choked away, thickening the dark

                                                   a place to penetrate

                                                        that resists as it gives way

                                           eating thought as cold comfort

                                                        as if anything erected there

                                          cannot persist

                                    & only persistence makes sense

                                        forming an alphabet of movement

                                               a language to read or try to read

                                                    when nothing else makes sense

                      Dawn comes to that circumstance

                      & many more that churn away

                                        It’s light that won’t give way

                      that pokes & prods every corridor

             & allows no kernel to rest

                                    without scorching its sides

                                burning into its interior

                     no matter how minuscule

                               as all the interiors

                                   of all kernels of sand

                                            rise into an aching furnace bed

                           & cool again to ashen ice

                                      when the light finally withdraws



                 Sands give way beneath each step

                       a procession crumbling, replaced

                  by dry waters that sink & slide

                          swirl in upon themselves

                    & mount stoic waves unto

               all horizons in all cavities erasing

                      all tracks speaking always

                as a mouth of sand

                                                             At night the stars

                                               come as beneficent divinities

                                                 piercing space with brightness

                                             to elbow night from its eternity

                                               embrace void with cold fire

                                       cabled light singing through time

                                                  a dial that turns 

                                                                about the earth’s skull

                                                                  subsided into its dreams

  Somewhere along the way

                           vegetation returns

    perhaps only

         mammillaria cactus &

                                  pale orange leopard lizard

           grown out of the sands

       Water soothes the fever

            starkness pulls back

                  the eye adjusts to green hillocks

         silvering, shivering waters

                                                  & the cypresses there

   A fox at wood’s edge.

                       Black cattle in tall grasses.

       Wild irises bunched by the waters.

             Twined melodies of treetop thrushes.

                        Suddenly it seems like

                                    there must be something to say.

           Moisture in the air clarifies,

                                                   cleanses.



                Washing in the stream

                     carries something away,

      something previous

           –holding on tight– 

       finally has to give up

             & dissolve into more clear water.

                                    Along the river

                         herons wing up out of their perch

                                                 on a limb

                            trailing long skinny legs

                                    up to the clouds

                                                     from which

                                                          twist 

                                                            down

                                        the first 

                                               streaks 

                                           of rain

                                      until

                              drops start to land everywhere

                                   fluttering the foliage

                               in the woods, faintly speaking

                        as they reach forest floor.

                                                       An encompassing mist

                                                    arises as devi’s embrace,

                                                          nourishing as it holds,

                                                    entering through the pores.

    Under elm’s umbrella,

    the rain comes 

    down the 

    darkness,

    a long conversation

    it holds with itself,

    among its selves,

    in its dense 

    apartments

    of selves.

                        Down through dells & up

                          under cliffs,



                                    fording streams

                            from rock

                                              to rock

                                    to rock,

                            where turquoise dragonflies

                                 pause in the air

                              in onyx-eyed contemplation.

                                          Moving as the greenery moves,

                                                a shadow

                                                     leaping ahead,

                                        wilting away.

                                                                    A paw print.

                           A tree trunk in ruins

                                  trafficked by lines of ants,

                   its grey flesh 

                                        a cuneiform map.

                 The walking

        becomes 

             a walking

                     without walker,

    a walker

             who leaves behind

        the walking.

                  Evening encroaches,

              a befuddlement encases

                               the meadow,

                   silences the nightbirds.

                          Moon crests

                    an uncertain interface,

                              its light buffered,

                                       diffused

                in purple cloud.

                       A spectral passage

                            & the muffled

                         echo

                      of steps.

                A tiny motion on vast plains.



            The sky clarifies, discolors, drops away below–

                                        Crossing upside down,

                                                         proceeding

                                           swirled by storming crows

                                                  croaking menace, mocking

                                                                      every step,

                                                               accusation & distrust

                                                      in each black beak & pupil– 

                                                        The rains come,

                                                              drear & penetrant,

                                                                 drizzling through

                                                                   interminable afternoons,

                                                    enormous nights,

                                                        dawns that seem dawn-less,

                                                      taking with them

                                                                 the track behind,

                                                           the way ahead.

                         What does

                            inhabit the

                  forward motion?

                     The need?

                          What does that

           need carry?

                   On its shoulders?

              In its pockets?

                               How far

       is it willing to go?

                                            The sun asserts itself,

                                               carried like a token 

                                             of free passage

                                                           across mercurial borders.

                                         It reaches

                                             knowingly

                                 beneath the skin.

                                                                   The cruel stars



                                                             press in from all sides,

                                                                 surgeons whose blades

                                                          part skin from bone,

                                                                              tissue from joints,

                                                 scraping out the lungs, the viscera,

                                              lifting up & removing the heart. 

                                   Their astringent light cleanses the bones

                                                                      of all but their enamel

                                                         till they gleam in the dirt

                                                              as a hardened essence

                                                                           that nevertheless

                                                   evaporates,

                                                      leaves its marks upon the earth,

                                           until the earth forgets they’re there–

     

                But though merely an outline,

                        the slog ahead continues.

                 At times the black grasses seem 

                          to lurk with hyenas– 

                   stripy / spotty / fanged

                            –sniffing at the potential 

                                 for supper (hard to blame them, really

                                         Smoke lies along the night,

                          campfires across the vale

                                  diamond sequences

                     fountain up in the darkness,

                                  silhouette the trees

                        with brightening, elusive lights

                               perhaps only swirls of fireflies

                   that then seem to draw a cincture

                            defining passage onward

                                           the moon saturates everything

                              reddens through a low cloud

                                   as the passage

                               turns downward

                            through mutilated statues

                                       of animal-headed soldiers

                         –goat, bull, deer, horse, snake–

                              guarding the deep darkness beyond

                           as the way narrows



                                    touching invisible stone wall

                                       to either side

                                      advancing further

                                        ducked under the ceiling

                                             crouched & then

                                   crawling

                                       as all sides contract

                             tighter

                                     &

                        tighter

                          until 

                            even advance

                                               seems

                                   illusory

                                                                

                                          A cessation of effort

                                      becomes 

                                 a black tear

                              in a black ocean

                         with no possibility of shore

      though ripples emerge

                 stirring the waters

           into a coalescence of continuance

                                       a hand that reaches

           beginning the long climb

fingers nailing at a

                    slippery ascent

     agitated, desperate wriggling

                clawing ahead                      coming like an

  inevitability

                             an intensification that can’t stop 

           coiled like an animal who springs

                                   from encompassing darkness

                                                        into screaming light– 

                                                     *

                                   It seems simple enough:



                                           sitting there,

                                       gift-wrapped in gold foil paper,

                                                  big pull bow

                                             like a red chrysanthemum

                                                          right in the center

                                                                    atop                                                                                 

                                                           the box.  What’s

                                                                 inside?  Something

                                                        you’ve always wanted?

                                                               Some     thing

                                                                       you never wanted?

                                                    Is it for you?

                                               Does it belong to someone else?

                                                                                    Does it matter

                                                                who it belongs to if

                                                                                       it’s there 

                                                                                   for the taking?

                         Maybe you’re

                        over-thinking this.

                               Some would simply

                               rip the paper from it.

                                     Get into the insides,

                                     conceptual formalities

                                     be damned!

                                                          But

                                                there could be consequences.

                                                                          Really?

                                                  How bad could they be?

                                                      *

                                                     Yes, it still sits there,

                                                               unopened.

                                                         Has it changed 

                                                                 in the interim?

                                             Have the contents resettled

                                                  into an unforeseen configuration?

                                                 You pass by it every day.



                                                     Will it open itself?       Not likely.

                                                                  Will it remove itself?

                                                       So far...no.    What power

                                             does it exert?      That it can’t be left

                                                to its own devices?       That it must

                                                          assert its golden seduction,

                                                               its red ribbon siren’s call?

                                               It fails to move,

                                                           though you go about 

                                                    other things, forget its existence

                                                                                             entirely.

                                       It awaits you.  It’s speaking your name.

                                  You dream about it.  Wake up weeping.

                                                    It’s got you.  You live within it.

                                                             It listens to your secrets.

                                                      *

               One day you come to it,

                                  take hold,

                          & you’re tearing off the foil wrapping 

        without realizing it, like it’s taking place in a dream,

                                           pulling the box open

          (strangely feeling like you’ve already done it)

                 until you realize that you are pulling the box open

                                                             & there it is, it’s opened:

                                     a completely vacant box.

     Well,        that’s pretty funny.

                                                     *

              But at least now you have a box.

                         You can put something in it.  Give it to a friend.

       You buy a blender because a blender will fit in this box.

                              Placed, packed inside, you reseal the flaps.



                                       Now for the gift wrap, damaged

                                                 in the initial opening.

                                          It takes a lot of considered toil &

                                                                    re-strategized restarts,

                              plus a good deal of cellophane tape,

                                      but you get the gold foil paper back on it

                & the red ribbon situated with the bow 

                                                                         crowning it.

                                       It looks a little scarred from the effort,

                                                                    from the history,

                                  but still the gold shine somehow remains

                                      vibrant, the warm glow of yesteryear.

                      & somehow

                                           now

                            after all you’ve been through together,

                                it shames you to look upon it.

                                             You feel like it cannot be moved.

                           Or at least, you no longer have the gumption.

                                 A sadness hangs on you,

                                     a solitary frock

                                          in an empty closet

                                              in an abandoned building.

                                                                 

                                                     You can’t continue.

                                         You turn & walk away.

                                              A thousand miles won’t be enough.

                                                     *
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                       But regardless the direction headed,

                                  the scree unstably crossed,

                             the sewers navigated,

         it’s out there in front,

                       not even wavering like a mirage,

                                       but boldly cut into the eyeline,

                             it’s

                       it’s

                                     it’s a            Brand New Car!

                     You won’t have to walk anymore!

                                                You can ride in luxury!

                              

                         Imagine

nestling into massaging seats within a sporty, upscale interior    

  with exotic wood grain trim (including fragrance atomizer),

                                       like you just walked into 

                      a fine, high-end pastry shop in Paris.

     A huge, dazzling, fully digitized dual-screen instrument 

cluster, wireless charging, & Surround Sound system 

  come standard.  Ride on air suspension–that adjusts for                                  

                      supreme comfort

                                                      or firm handling.

                         The velvety, turbocharged, inline-six

has this powertrain humming not only smoothly & efficiently,        

     but sending up to 429 horsepower 

                        through an effortless nine speed transmission,

                                 clocking 0 to 60 in 4.1,

                                               PLUS a snarling exhaust note.

         Well, you’re..........sold!             Just sign here          & here       

  & here         & here           & here              &, oh, here

                                   .......& it’s allllll yours!

                     Your fanny works into the seat

                                 –where is that massage function?– 

                      re-calibrate the rearview, grip the stick shift,

                           goose the engine, & ease onto the highway...

                                



                                             & let the scenery rip by!

                                     No more sore feet!

                                                     Let em push the pedals.

                           In fact, this motherhumper can drive itself!

                                              We’ll just set it on autopilot

           & let it scream down the long long straightaway,

                           maybe bring the seat back oh 45 degrees,

                             feet up on the sumptuous dashboard,

               finally            watch it all go passed:          

                                                          flat plains of scrub

          distant red mesas         expansive sky         & a billboard

                                            trimmed to darkened silhouette 

                                       & distant orange orb of setting sun

                                                       KING IGUANA’S!
   

                                                                      237 miles

              & so the countdown begins.

                                                       At 216 miles

                                                                             KING IGUANA’S 
                                                                           REPTILE KINGDOM!

                              featuring a dense 3 dimensional image

      of a gila monster on black volcanic rock horny toad under

  barrel cactus burst in shocking pink blossoms beneath 

       yucca needle explosion esssez coral snake 

 chuckwalla leopard lizard poised on red rock shelf in 

     blazing sand a marbled whiptail turquoise & gold 

                                      collared lizard under torch lily

                                                          & of course rattle snake 

                                                                        body in loops

                                                             head & tail raised

                                                      forked tongue thrusting 

                                in & out between fangs

                                                               tail shivering side to side



                                                                         as car goes by– 

                      

                                                                  At 212

                                                            SLEEP LIKE A PRINCESS
                                                                         AT KING IGUANA’S 

                                      mattress column

                                      under a crowned 

                                      young woman

                                      the Iguana King

                                      circling the base

                                                                

                                                                                 At 201

                                                     DINOSAURS BATTLE TO RULE 
                                                                       THE EARTH!
                                                                              at KING IGUANA’S

   A Tyrannosaurus Rex             

mouthful of giant fangs

    grips through

           & rips

         in ecstatic spray

                              of blood & gore

         brontosaurus neck curved upward

                             to a head 

                               emerged

                                    above

                                       billboard’s upper edge

                                               strained & gazing

                                                  downward upon

                                                     both its assailant

                                                   & passing motorist

                                                  in simultaneous

                                                terror & pleading

                                             for help

                                                 that is not 

                                             forthcoming–

 



                                                                Somewhere around 186

   

                                                        DRINK AWAY THE ROAD RAGE
                                                                            AT KING IGUANA’S!

                                                                  Lizard King slumped

                                                                                    on his throne

                                                                                 crown aslant

                                                                         claw around brewski

                                                                    buxom waitress

                                                                 in miniskirt

                                                                      bent over

                                                                          tall, shapely

                                                                                     legs

                                                                                placing 

                                                                                  another bottle 

                                                                                         before him–

                                                      Inexplicably at 179 miles

                                                  the billboard seems to have rotted

                              so that big holes show through

                                                                  to the chaparral behind

                                                      but the King Iguana’s 

                                                               black circle of eye

                                                             remains among 

                                               the decimated patchwork

                                                               watching as the motorist

                                                       approaches

                                                                & watching still

                                                                   when passed by–

                                                            UNDER PAR!
                                                MiniGolf at KING IGUANA’S! 

                                  announces 173 miles

                                                     a rococo amalgamation 

                               of golf balls rolling under the complex legs                                        

                                  of red ants busying a hill, down furred

                         tarantula’s back, along the curving centipede,

                               between the poised praying arms of 



                                       the white praying mantis, into 

                         the black claw scorpion’s mouth & out

                             the curled tip of its tail stinger into the hole!

             It all seems suddenly

         like a lot of fucking work.

                     The signs keep coming,

                          closer together now

                                that you’re closing in– 

                           Whatever other purpose

                    there might have been

                now appears lost or replaced

            by a tightening series of pinpointed

         references focusing the wide open arid scape

         into a series of windows on a place 

          you haven’t arrived at but will someday

            reach if you just keep going it’s out there ahead–

         

                                                                 Strangely, the billboards

                                                  stop registering in the same way,

                                                            almost like the regular ticks

                                         of a ticking clock, King Iguana Time,

                                   fading in & out of the room as you notice

                                                    or don’t.  You long ago accepted

                                                              the many benefits touted

                                               by your destination, but at 37 miles

                                                           

                                                          A PARADISE OF JOYS!

                                                you note the crowded collection

                                                     of lizard grins & snake smiles,

               some ragged memory tugging at you,

                             not quite surfacing–

                                               the last one you really take in

                                                                            comes at 29 miles

                                     KEEP YELLING KIDS
                                         (They’ll Stop! )

         Curiously, the automatic pilot     starts to accelerate into  



a world of blur       continuous ribbons        no objects anymore

  no saguaro cactus     no rest stops    no signs or big boulder

    or buttes        all eaten by speed      so fast you’re practically  

                                             standing still

                  like past & future have become equidistant

                    like you’ve gotten where you want to get

                                       reaching light speed 

                                                        in 

                                              the luxurious 

                                                    interior

                                                         *



From The Helen Mysteries

1.  A Woman’s Beauty

But desire, after all,

is a familiar thing,

already old in the world

3,000 years ago–

its enchantment

that it always seems new.

Thus when Helen of Sparta

came of age, the Greek suitors

arrived from every petty kingdom

for beauty none had before seen,

like Venus on the horizon

dominates all other constellations.

For a woman’s beauty,

they forgot the firmament,

their groves & glittering bays.

For beauty they strove

against each other, to possess

it against all others.

& true, her beauty seemed

designed of heavenly sphere,

a face itself a spell,

a causeway, a casement,

the providential gate cast open

where any man might enter....

True, also, that swan’s blood

pulsed her veins, as she glided

elegantly through the grip of their vision.



What they saw they thought immortal,

though it might last 20 or 30

earthly years,

& they bound themselves 

by oath to defend whoever

gained her for his bed,

because, though eclipsed

by her splendor–the grace

she bestowed with a gesture,

glance, or her gait–they knew still

she could be stolen, as all things

eventually are.

4.  Feverish Battles

But thus she was blamed

for bodies stacking up

around the walls of Troy,

(a cipher, a hieroglyph;

all hated her; all

desired her)

un-beloved of the Trojans

for bringing war with her,

& condemned by the Greeks

as war wore away at them

& they paid the price of their oaths

in slaughter & obdurate, meaningless years

far from home.  Fighting for 

beauty?  For the property 

of their liege?  Was the wrong



they were righting equal

to the venomous wrong of war?

Once embarked, they entered

a labyrinth of piled limbs

& blazing pyres, & scrounged there

for ten years, as much a siege

of themselves as of a foreign prize.

Let Achilles pout; let Odysseus scheme.

Once in, the dark produces Minotaurs

& other monsters, in feverish battles

of soldier’s sleep, no different than

monstrosities faced in waking.

6.  Helen in Egypt

Stesichorus & others suggest 

that Helen never went to Troy at all;

that deific storm drove the ship to Egypt

where she stayed for the whole 

agonistic decade, & never actually stood

upon the battlements watching

as Trojans & Greeks slew each other

in her name.  Instead an eidolon, a magical

facsimile was sent to accompany Paris,

& both armies–flesh eviscerated

by metal in clangor, grunts, & curses, 

splattering spit & blood, dropping limbs–

engaged their ferocity

over someone who wasn’t there, an illusion

they gave their lives for.



Did she have no investment in this war?

Was it pursued, driven by an idea,

a legality & its imposed obligations?

Was it for the gleam of light

she brought, or seemed to bring,

so radiantly human she no longer

seemed of this world with its

petty indignities & brutal retributions?

Did it even matter that she walked upon

Egyptian sand if she was never more

than an idea men held to so tightly?

Who did she become in the temple

of the Goddesss–of Aphrodite or Isis

or Astarte–other than perhaps the woman

she was before the world came into being,

before men demanded her hand,

calling for her salvation, or to subjugate

her salvation to their own perceptions

of what salvation ought to mean,

before they erected the scaffolding

of corpses against the unyielding wall

that opposed their desires.  

Helen of dawn, of ibis

& goats, in her white mantle,

eating her dates & gruel, listening

to the water birds, in a beauty there

long before her

& long after.  Her prayer 

to the Goddess comes with breathing,

with drinking & eating,



with anonymity & subsidence of passions,

where avian voices replace thoughts

in freshly lit sky.

But does it matter if she lights the incense,

offers the pomegranate & prickly pear, 

does the sacred dances with other devotees

or she stands on the battlements

contemplating the roiling violence below her

of fathers, sons, brothers; 

either way, for them she stands there

just the same, as if she truly explains

their knotted & gnarled hell,

the karmic prison 

where they must remain.

In her Egyptian night,

in her self of selves,

she watches as they come to her,

each shade, no longer so clear

which one Trojan & which Greek,

liberated from their long trial

–melancholic, uncomprehending–

to come before her beauty

which is not merely physical,   

but the shape of Elysium

expressed in the moisture

on her lips, in the ocean depths

of her eyes.  That’s their glimmer,

their condolence 

from what they were fighting for,

before Charon draws them



to his raft & poles them to Hades.

There they can drink from the Lethe

& grow numb–if they’re lucky–

with forgetfulness.  But around them

collect ghastly shadows of fear & malice

which do not respect the boundary

between life & death, & so come too

to Helen who must face 

the anguished projections of men.

Bast, Cat-Goddess,

take away these phantoms

in your fangs;

Anubis, guard

the gate into the Field of Reeds

that leads away from the Wheel,

but Death will not guide most

through that door; Death

is the Wheel.

the very darkest of shadows

wrapped like a lover

around the corona of Birth.



NOTES

“it’s raining raining women’s voices...landing” This is a direct steal of/homage to

Guillaume Apollinaire’s “Il Pleut”(“It’s Raining”), published in 1916.  My version takes

wording from his opening, but also imitates his graphic rearrangement of words &

letters to visually represent rain.  Below is a linear presentation of the text, translated

from the French by Roger Shattuck:

It’s raining women’s voices as if they had died even in memory

And it’s raining you as well marvellous encounters of my life O little drops

Those rearing clouds begin to neigh a whole universe of  auricular cities

Listen if it rains while regret and disdain weep to an ancient music

Listen to the bonds fall off which hold you above and below

“swan’s blood pulsed her veins”  Her human mother, Leda, was raped by Zeus in the form

of a swan, conceiving Helen & her twin, Clytaemnestra, considered half-divine.

“Stesichorus & others suggest...ship to Egypt”  In Helen in Egypt, H.D. makes extensive use

of Stesichorus’ (630-555 B.C.) view that Helen never went to Troy but was deliberately

wrecked in Egypt by divine intervention, & spent the course of the war at an Egyptian

goddess temple, while Paris went on to Troy with an illusory Helen called an eidolon. 

According to legend, when Stesichorus had insulted Helen by blaming her for the

Trojan War, from her trans-worldly perch she struck him blind.  He regained his sight

upon recanting this opinion, arguing that she’d gone to Egypt instead.

“Bast....Field of Reeds.”  Bast is an Egyptian warrior & protector goddess associated with

cats & depicted with a feline head.  Anubis, a god with the black head of a jackal, god

associated with death & the underworld, guards the way into the Egyptian paradise,

the “Field of Reeds. “god associated with death & the underworld He stands holding a

scale in the after-life.  One plate of the scale has an ostrich feather, while he places the

dead person’s heart on the other.  If the plate bearing the heart proves lighter than the

feather, he ushers the spirit into paradise.

“the Wheel”   The Buddhist image of the “Wheel of Life. “ The entire Wheel of Life is

held in the teeth & claws of Yama, the Lord of Death, symbolizing that nothing within

the realm of dualistic or sentient consciousness is permanent, but every state of mind &

physical circumstance will end in death.  Even the places considered eternal in other

theologies–like the heavens of gods & the torments of the hells–here become just

another way station in the constant churning of coordinates on the Wheel.  From the

point of view of the delusions of its inhabitants, there’s no way out, as the current



delusions will only give birth to future ones, a continual propulsion toward a further set

of entrapping contingencies.


